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Abstract 
 

Finding key users in microblog has been a research hotspot in recent years. There are two 
kinds of key users: obvious and hidden ones. Influence of the former is direct while that of 
the latter is indirect. Most of existing methods evaluate user's direct influence, so key users 
they can find usually obvious ones, and their ability to identify hidden key users is very low 
as hidden ones exert influence in a very covert way. Consequently, the algorithm of finding 
hidden key users based on topic transfer entropy, called TTE, is proposed. TTE algorithm 
believes that hidden key users are those normal users possessing a high covert influence on 
obvious ones. Firstly, obvious key users are discovered based on microblog propagation 
scale. Then, based on microblogs' topic similarity and time correlation, the transfer entropy 
from ordinary users' blogs to obvious key users is calculated and used to measure the covert 
influence. Finally, hidden influence degrees of ordinary users are comprehensively evaluated 
by combining above indicators with the influence of both ordinary users and obvious ones. 
We conducted experiments on Sina Weibo, and the results showed that TTE algorithm had a 
good ability to identify hidden key users. 
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1. Introduction 

Weibo is one of the most popular social media in China. At present, its monthly active 
users exceed 400 million. It has greatly facilitated people's communication and has become a 
huge gathering place for public opinion. Analyzing the influence of Weibo users and finding 
the key users of Weibo can contribute to the supervision and guidance of public opinion in 
Weibo. 

There are two types of key users in microblog, obvious key users and hidden key users. 
Obvious key users tend to have a large direct influence on ordinary users, and most of their 
microblogs will be explicitly forwarded, which means that when one microblog posted by an 
obvious key user is forwarded, the user will be automatically marked as the microblog's 
source by the microblog system. Hidden key users, who promote their own influence by di-
rectly affecting obvious key users, tend to have a great indirect influence on ordinary users. 
Obvious key users often do not directly forward the microblogs of hidden key users. Instead, 
they modify these microblogs slightly or copy them directly, and then post them as original 
microblogs. In this case, hidden key users are not marked as sources. Therefore, hidden key 
users have high influence and high concealment. 

Kempe et al. [1] studied the "maximizing influence" problem on microblog social network. 
Given the parameters of the propagation model, tried to find the optimal set of seed users, 
which led to the largest spread scale of social influence. Yong Hua et al. [2] gave an influ-
ence maximization algorithm which found the optimal set of seed nodes with the largest 
propagation scale based on mixed importance. Di Shang et al. [3] assessed the influence of 
key influencers by analyzing the activities and structure of the social media presence of a 
local community. 

Bashy [4] constructed forwarding cascade trees based on the topic URL, and selected stat-
ic features from historical data to analyze the social influence of users. The estimated aver-
age spread scale was considered as an estimate of the user's social influence scale. Ding 
Zhaoyun et al. [5] believed that user forwarding behavior and the network location where 
users are located can promote the spread of user influence. These factors were used to meas-
ure the ability of users to disseminate information. However, the premise that these methods 
can accurately analyze the influence of microblog users is that the sources of microblogs are 
accurately marked when forwarded, which was not conducive to the identification of hidden 
key users. 

Considering that hidden key users often promote their influence through obvious key users, 
we propose TTE algorithm. Obvious key users are discovered based on the user's direct in-
fluence and hidden key users are discovered indirectly through obvious key users. Firstly, the 
algorithm discovers the obvious key users based on the average spread scale of the mi-
croblog. Secondly, non-obvious key users are obtained from the obvious key users' follow 
lists. The influence of non-obvious key users on obvious key users is analyzed with their 
microblogs. Finally, the direct influences of two kinds of users are combined to analyze the 
hidden importance of non-obvious key users. In order to improve the accuracy of the influ-
ence calculation, we apply microblog topics to improve the calculation of transfer entropy [6, 
7, 8]. An experiment is conducted on the Sina Weibo dataset to verify the accuracy of TTE 
algorithm. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 
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1.The research idea of using obvious key users as a springboard to discover hidden key 
users is proposed. It can provide a theoretical basis for the research of hidden key users in 
microblog. 

2.Considering the characteristics of hidden key users, a method of discovering hidden key 
users is proposed. It can help discover hidden key users in microblog. 

In Section 2, we give the definition of two kinds of key users and the basic idea of the 
proposed algorithm, TTE algorithm. Section 3 describes the steps of TTE Algorithm to find 
hidden key users in microblog network. Section 4 presents our experiments on Weibo dataset 
with the results and analysis. Finally, we conclude the whole paper in Section 5. 

2. Definitions and Basic Idea 

The important concept definitions of this paper are given. 
Definitions 1 (obvious key users in microblog network [9]): Users with high influence but 

low concealment in the process of microblog propagation. 
Definitions 2 (hidden key users in microblog network): Users with high influence and 

concealment in the process of microblog propagation. 
Hidden key users spread influence by directly affecting obvious key users. Obvious key 

users generally propagate hidden key users' influence by forwarding the microblogs of hid-
den key users. During the forwarding process, the obvious key user will slightly edit and 
modify the microblog of the hidden key user or directly copy it without modification, and 
then post the microblog as original identity [10]. If an obvious key user follows an ordinary 
user and the obvious key user always posts microblog immediately after the ordinary user 
while these microblogs are highly similar, the ordinary user is likely to be a hidden key user 
who has a greater influence on the obvious key user. 

Based on the above analysis, we propose an algorithm to find hidden key user based on 
topic transfer entropy, which is referred to TTE algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, calcu-
late users direct influence and discover obvious key users. Secondly, the topic transfer entro-
py between ordinary users and obvious key users is calculated using two aspects: microblog 
topic similarity and time series correlation between ordinary users and obvious key users. 
Finally, the hidden importance will be calculated with the two kinds of direct influence. 

Hidden importance calculation
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and their direct 
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Fig. 1. Steps of TTE Algorithm 
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In summary, this article focuses on the following issues: 
1. How to find obvious key users. 
2. How to get the user's microblog topic and calculate the topic similarity between differ-

ent microblogs. 
3. How to calculate the topic transfer entropy of ordinary user to obvious key user. 
4. How to comprehensively assess the hidden importance of ordinary users. 
5. How to assess the effectiveness of hidden key user discovery results. 

3. The Algorithm for Finding Hidden Key Users in Microblog Network 

3.1 Finding Obvious Key Users 
Obvious key users have a high direct influence on other users in the microblog network. 
Most of the current methods measure the direct influence of users using the spreading scale 
of microblogs posted by users. We use the method of the literature [11] to measure the user's 
direct influence. We calculate the propagation expectation based on a microblog propagation 
tree which reflects the following relationship between users. We can discover the obvious 
key user with this indicator. 

The calculation method of user u 's microblog propagation expectation is shown in formu-
la (1). 

( )
u

v u=u v
v follower

Spreadrange Probability *Spreadrange
∈

→∑                                (1) 

where uSpreadrange  indicates the user's microblog propagation expectation, ufollow  indicates 
the direct fan user set of u  in the propagation tree, v  indicates a member of ufollow , 

v uProbability →  indicates the forwarding probability of v  to u 's microblog. 

3.2 Extraction of Microblog Topic Event Sequence 
An event consists of content and time, and a user's microblog topic event includes posting 
time and content of the user's microblog for each topic. The user's microblog event sequence, 
which is the premise of calculating the transfer entropy, consists of time-ordered microblog 
events. The extraction method of the user microblog event sequence will be described in 
detail. 

 
3.2.1 Symbol Definition 
{w1, w2, ..., wn} indicates all microblog users where n indicates the total number of users, 
and wi indicates the set of all microblogs posted by the i-th user during the observation time 
interval. {m1, m2, ..., mk} indicates microblog set of each user where mj indicates the j-th 
microblog posted by the user during the observation time interval, and k indicates the total 
number of user microblogs. Each microblog is described as {c, p, t}, where c represents mi-
croblog text content, p represents microblog topic, and t represents the posting time of mi-
croblog. 

 
3.2.2 Extraction of Microblog Event Topics 
If we directly use the text of microblog to express the content of microblog, it will make the 
analysis more difficult and it is easier to cause errors. Therefore, we extract the topic of mi-
croblog with LDA model [12, 13] and use it to represent the content of microblog. The LDA 
model, including texts, topics, and words, is a three-layer Bayesian model, which is a com-
mon method for topic extraction. The basic idea is that each microblog text c can be repre-
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sented as a multi-distribution of k topics, and each topic can be represented as a multi-
distribution of all words in a vocabulary. LDA three-layer Bayesian network is shown as 
follows. 

α mθ

,m nZ

,m nWkϕβ

[1, ]k K∈
[1, ]m M∈

[1, ]mn N∈

 
Fig. 2. LDA three-layer Bayesian network 

 
θ indicates microblog-topic distribution vector. { }1 2 k=θ θ θ θK， ， ， , where 1 2 kθ θ θK， ， ，  repre-
sents k-th element in the microblog topic distribution vector, which is the probability distri-
bution of text c in k topics. 

 
3.2.3 Extraction of Microblog Event Sequence 
The time interval for the transfer entropy event sequence is fixed while the time interval for 
users to post microblog is not fixed. We need to correct the release timing of the user's mi-
croblog and adopt a flexible time interval. The correction method is as follows. 

For all microblogs a user posted in an observation time interval T, we use LDA to extract 
the topic of each microblog. Then we apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm [14, 15, 16] 
to cluster the microblogs in the time interval. When the similarity of the topic vectors of two 
adjacent microblogs is greater than a certain threshold, these two microblogs will be put into 
one cluster. Multiple microblog clusters will be obtained in an observation time interval. The 
clustering results are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Microblog clustering 

 
Finally, each microblog cluster of a user in the observation time interval is regarded as one 

microblog. The release time and topic of the microblogs are represented by the time and top-
ic of the first posted microblog in the cluster. Thus, the sequence of microblog events of the 
user e = {e1, e2, ..., er} in the observation time interval T is obtained. The topic vector simi-
larity calculation method is shown in formula (2). 
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3.3 The Calculation of Microblog Topic Transfer Entropy 
3.3.1 Traditional Transfer Entropy 
Transfer entropy is an effective tool to analyze the interaction between two systems. When 
two systems generate a series of events on a sequence of time, the degree of influence of one 
system event on another system event can be calculated by the transfer entropy between two 
event sequences. 

Suppose there are two systems, A and B. The formalized description of the calculation 
method of the transfer entropy from System A to System B is as follows: 

The sequence of events that occur in System A is {x1, x2, ... xl}, the size of the set is l. 
The sequence of events that occur in System B is {y1, y2, ... yl}. ( )n n nP x x y+1 | ,  indicates the 
probability that 

nx +1
 will occur during the +1n -th time period under the condition that events 

nx  and 
ny  occurred during the n-th time period. ( )n nP x x+1 |  indicates the probability that 

event 
nx +1

 occurs during time period n+1 under the condition that event 
nx  occurred during 

time period n. If ( ) ( )n n n n nP x x y P x x+ +>1 1| , | , it infers that System B has an influence on Sys-
tem A [17]. Transfer entropy measures the magnitude of this effect and is calculated as fol-
lows. 

( ) ( )
n

n n n a n n n
x

h P x x y log P x |x y
+

+ += −∑
1

1 1 1, , ,                                             (3) 

( ) ( )
n

n n n a n n
x

h P x x y log P x |x
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+ += −∑
1

2 1 1, ,                                                 (4) 
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B A n n n a

x x y n n

P x |x y
TE h h P x x y log

P x |x
+

+
→ +

+

 
= − = −  

 
 

∑
1

1
2 1 1

1, ,

,
, ,                       (5) 

If the value of the transfer entropy is greater than zero, it indicates that System B may 
have an effect on System A, and the larger the value is, the greater the influence is. 

 
3.3.2 Microblog Topic Transfer Entropy 
If user A posts microblogs on Weibo following user B and the topics of their microblogs are 
similar, it indicates that the A's microblogs follow B's in both time and content. We can infer 
that B has a certain influence on A. Each user in Weibo can be regarded as a microblog post-
ing system, and one microblog posting behavior of the user corresponds to one event in the 
system. The transfer entropy of the two users' microblog posting behavior, namely the mi-
croblog topic transfer entropy, can measure the degree of follow-up of one user to another 
from both time and content. Calculating the microblog topic transfer entropy requires the 
user's microblog event sequence, and the user's microblog event sequence is described below. 

After clustering microblogs posted by user S, we obtain the event sequence {e1, e2, ..., ep}, 
where p is the length of the sequence of events. { }0,1 (1 )ie i p∈ ≤ ≤ . 1ie =  indicates that the 
user posted microblog on the i-th time period and ie =0  indicates that user S has not posted 
microblog during this time period. The user's events can be represented as a sequence of 0, 1 
in a sequence of time, which is the basis of the calculation of transfer entropy. 

{ }u u u
pe e e1 2, , ...,  indicates event set of obvious key user u , and  { }u u u

pθ θ θ1 2， ,...,  indicates its 

microblog topic sequence. { }v v v
pe e e1 2, , ...,  indicates event set of v  who is a general user fol-

lowed by u , and { }v v v
pθ θ θ1 2， ,...,  indicates its microblog topic sequence. 
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3.3.3 Calculation of Microblog Transfer Entropy 
Only the time of the events of the two systems is considered when the traditional transfer 
entropy infers the interaction between two systems. Applying the microblog topic similarity 
to improve the traditional transfer entropy can more accurately measure the influence of one 
microblog user on another user. Therefore, the calculation method of the microblog topic 
transfer entropy is shown in formula (6). 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )u u v

n n n

u u v u v
n n n n+1 nu u v

v u n n n a u u
e e e n n

P e |e e *Topicsim
TE P e e e log

P e |e

θ θ

+

+

→ +

+

 
 = −
 
 

∑
1

1
1

1, ,

, ,
（ , , ）           (6) 

where ( )u v
n+1 nTopicsim θ θ,  indicates the cosine similarity of the first microblog posted by the 

user u  in the n+1th time period and the first microblog posted by the user v  in the nth time 
period. The calculation method of cosine similarity is shown in formula (2). 

 

3.4 The Calculation of Hidden Importance 
In this paper, we use hidden importance to reflect the possibility that a user is a hidden key 
user. The indicator can be measured by three sub-indicators: 

1. The Direct Influence of the User. The direct influence of hidden key users must not be 
high, and the lower the direct influence, the higher the possibility that it is hidden key users. 
Therefore, the user's hidden importance is inversely proportional to the direct influence. 

2. microblog Topic Transfer Entropy. The higher the user's influence on the obvious key 
users, the greater the transfer entropy of the microblog topic, which can reflect the user's 
indirect influence. Therefore, the hidden importance is proportional to the microblog topic 
transfer entropy. 

3. Direct Influence of Obvious key users. According to the previous analysis, the hidden 
importance is directly proportional to the direct influence of obvious key users. 

In summary, the calculation method of hidden importance is shown in formula (7):  

v

v v u u
u KeyFANv

1HiddenInf = * TE Influence
Influence →

∈

×∑                         (7) 

where 
vHiddenInf  represents the hidden importance of the user v , and vKeyFAN  represents 

an obvious key user in that user's fan set. It can be seen from the formula that the user's hid-
den importance is inversely proportional to its direct influence, proportional to the direct 
influence of the obvious key users affected by it, and is proportional to the microblog topic 
transfer entropy. 

4. Experiment and Analysis 
In this section, we verify the validity of the proposed TTE algorithm. Firstly, we give the 
Weibo datasets and its processing method. Then two important parameters of TTE algorithm 
are determined by some experiments. And on this basis, we find hidden key users in the da-
taset by using TTE algorithm and analyze its accuracy. 

4.1 Datasets 
4.1.1 Weibo dataset 
We used real Weibo dataset to verify the validity of the algorithm. The dataset spans from 
March 2012 to March 2014 with a total of 3 million Weibo users. It covers hot topics of so-
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cial and national public opinion such as the "Yaan earthquake", "the death of Linwu hawk-
ers" and "the dispute over the Diaoyu Islands". We can use this dataset to mine the Weibo 
users who are actively spreading negative information during the hot topic communication 
process. 

 
4.1.2 Data Preprocessing 
The number of posts in Sina Weibo is huge [18], there is a lot of noise information such as 
zombie users, advertising users and garbage microblogs in the Sina Weibo platform. 

These elements are abundant in the experimental data. In order to facilitate the analysis of 
the data by the algorithm and improve the efficiency and accuracy of the experiment, it is 
necessary to clean the original data of the microblog. 

After statistics, zombie users generally do not post microblog. The number of microblogs 
posted by most Weibo users within one day is no more than 3, so we believed that the Weibo 
account which posts more than 5 microblogs is generally an advertising account microblogs, 
which are not forwarded, liked or commented, are of little value on the research of user in-
fluence, and they are not accounted in the experiment. 

According to the above analysis, if a Weibo account or a microblog does not satisfy any of 
the following characteristics, it was filtered out. 

1. Each Weibo account posts at least one Weibo per week; 
2. A Weibo account does not post more than 5 microblogs per day; 
3. A Weibo has been forwarded, liked or commented at least once. 
 

4.2 Parameter Selection Experiment 
4.2.1 Topic Similarity Threshold  
Firstly, we manually select 10,000 pairs of microblogs with the same topic and 10,000 mi-
croblogs with different topics. Then the topic similarity of the two groups of microblogs is 
calculated separately with the method of topic similarity calculation. Finally, the distribution 
of similarity between the two groups is statistically analyzed. The statistical results are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Topic Similarity Distribution of Two Groups of Weibo 

 
In Fig. 4, the topic similarity of the microblogs with the same topic is mostly above 0.33, 

and the topic similarity of the microblogs with different topics is mostly less than 0.33. So, 
we set the topic similarity threshold of microblog combination to 0.33. 
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4.2.2 Selection of Obvious Key User 
Obvious key users are the foundation of mining hidden users, therefore the policy to accu-
rately select obvious key users according to their direct influence is an important parameter 
for TTE algorithm. We determine the policy by analyzing the distribution of Weibo users’ 
direct influence values. 

We evaluated the direct influence of 3 million users by the method in section 3.1 and con-
ducted a statistical analysis of the direct influence values. The statistical result of the direct 
influence value distribution is as shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Topic Similarity Distribution of Two Groups of Weibo 

 
In Fig. 5, the values of 3 million user's influence are from 0 to 10000 and roughly obey the 

power-law distribution, and most users' influence is found to be in the interval of (0,100). 
About 90% of users have direct influence within 100 and the number of users with influence 
greater than 100 is dropped dramatically. It follows that the influence of users with the top 
10% influence value is significant and these uses can be taken as the candidate set of obvious 
key users. 

Experts in the field of Weibo security pointed out that the direct influence of hidden key 
users is closer to those ordinary users with the later 90% influence value, and the direct in-
fluence of obvious key users is usually very high as influenced by the hidden key users. So, 
we only take the top 30% of the candidate obvious key users as the real obvious key users, 
that is the users with the top 0.3% influence value. 
 

4.3 Hidden Key Users Finding Experiment 
4.3.1 Evaluation Method of Experimental Results 
As there are no acknowledged labelled dataset and evaluation criterion for hidden key users 
and no comparison methods of finding hidden key users at present, we use expert scoring to 
label the relative hidden importance of users, and evaluate the accuracy of suspected hidden 
key users discovered by TTE algorithm based on the expert scoring results. The criterion of 
expert scoring is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Criterion for expert scoring 

Score of hidden importance Possibility of being a hidden key user 

1-2 unlikely 
3-4 low possibility 
5-6 normal possibility 
7-8 high possibility 
9-10 very likely 

 
As shown in Table 1, the experts score the hidden importance of Weibo users on a scale 

of 1 to 10, and the higher the user’s score, the more likely it is that the user is a hidden key 
user. In order to reduce the deviation of scoring results caused by different understanding of 
the criterion for different experts, 10 scores are divided into 5 intervals with 2 scores in each 
interval for the expert to choose, which could improve the consistency of expert scoring re-
sult to a certain extent. 

The criterion of TTE algorithm to calculate the hidden importance of users is different 
with the one of expert scoring. Therefore, the accuracy of TTE algorithm cannot be directly 
evaluated by comparing the value of TTE algorithm with that of expert scoring for the same 
user. But the higher the value of hidden importance given by both methods, the greater the 
possibility of the user being a hidden key user is. Therefore, users can be sorted in descend-
ing order respectively according to the hidden importance obtained by two methods, and 
both sequences represent the descending order of relative hidden importance of users. Thus, 
the higher the consistency of two user sequences, the more accurate the hidden importance 
calculated by TTE algorithm is. 

In this paper, Pearson correlation coefficient [19] is chosen to measure the consistency of 
two user sequences. Pearson correlation coefficient is a common indicator to measure the 
correlation degree of two sorts. The larger the Pearson coefficient, the more correlated two 
sorts are, that is, the smaller the difference between two sequences is. The corresponding 
relationship between the value of Pearson coefficient and the correlation degree is shown in 
Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Pearson coefficient and correlation degree table 

Value of Pearson Coefficient Correlation Degree 

0.8-1.00 extreme 
0.6-0.79 high 
0.4-0.59 moderate 
0.2-0.39 low 
0.0-0.19 very low 

 
4.3.2 Experimental Results 
At first, according to the direct influence of 3 million Weibo users in the dataset, the top 
0.3%, that is 9000 users, were selected as the obvious key users. Then we extracted users 
followed by these obvious key users, filtered out the obvious key users among these users 
and obtained the candidate hidden key user set, which contains 49,536 users. Finally, the 
hidden importance of each user in the candidate hidden key user set was calculated by TTE 
algorithm. The value range of the hidden importance obtained is (0, 9). The user's hidden 
importance drops obviously and only the top 20 users' hidden importance is greater than or 
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close to 3 when we sorted all candidate hidden key users by the hidden importance in de-
scending order. Table 3 shows the ID of the top 20 users and their hidden importance. 

Due to the scarcity of hidden key users and the limitation on data scale of manually label-
ling dataset, we only selected the top 20 users with high hidden importance as suspected hid-
den key users discovered by TTE algorithm to evaluate the accuracy of TTE algorithm. 

In order to further reduce the deviation of expert scoring results, three experts in mi-
croblog security field were invited to score the hidden importance of these 20 suspected hid-
den key users according to the criterion in Table 1, and the average score of three experts 
was taken as the final score of hidden importance of each user. The average score of three 
experts for each user is shown in the last column in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Top 20 suspected hidden key users 

ID 
(Original Weibo ID) 

Hidden 
Importance 

Direct Influence 
Ranking 

Average Score 
by Experts 

天王黄金archer 8.93 1025678 9.32 
 三峡西北望 8.64 2620554 7.18 

木木夕沥漓 8.32 1370945 6.43 
胜永王 7.96 893706 6.09 

毛小秀Nico437 7.7 564087 8.84 
励步儿童教育_昆明 6.46 335712 8.46 

张兴军 5.71 450089 9.13 
杨小花yy 5.62 1102364 3.25 

3045226700nZL 5.58 904355 6.66 
机智的夏尔 5.45 1066528 5.73 
ahh_ching 5.43 2706354 5.59 

可靠的霍洛霍洛1990 5.41 1856972 5.12 
陆勤医生 4.95 1212457 6.73 
杉树林V 4.65 545879 4.51 
IP用户通 4.29 1130465 7.48 

futuregardenCAFE 3.95 1387966 4.44 
黄蔓崇 3.66 4067563 3.81 

笨小孩047 3.43 978459 4.63 
宝宝舞夏 3.25 334678 3.45 

在路上jeffrey 2.92 382699 3.11 
 
We first analyzed the crypticity of 20 suspected hidden key users in Table 3. 
The direct influence rankings of these users are listed in the third column in Table 3. It 

can be seen that the top one in the 20 users ranks 334678, which is 11.2% of 3 million and 
not in the top 10% range, and 17 users (85% of 20 users) are beyond the top 15% range, and 
14 users (70% of 20 users) are beyond the top 30% range. Through further analysis of the 
data, we found that Weibo of these hidden key users is not marked as the source in Weibo 
dissemination and thus the direct influence of these users is not high, which further illustrates 
the crypticity of hidden key users. 

Then we analyzed the expert scoring results of 20 suspected hidden key users with their 
hidden importance obtained by TTE algorithm in Table 3. 
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Weibo security experts believe that users with scores about or above 4.5 have further re-
search value and can be regarded as key users with crypticity. Among the top 20 suspected 
hidden key users discovered by TTE algorithm, about 80% of them have an average expert score 
more than 4.5, which reflects the accuracy of TTE algorithm. 

We then calculated the Pearson coefficient between the user ranking by the first column 
(that is the user ranking by hidden importance of TTE algorithm) and the user ranking by 
expert average scores in the fourth column in descending order for the 20 suspected hidden 
key users. The Pearson correlation coefficient of two user rankings is 0.71. The value shows 
that two sorts are highly correlated by Table 2, which further proves the accuracy of TTE. 

Comparing the difference between the average score of the experts and the calculated hid-
den importance, it is found that there are some special hidden key users. For example, the 
user whose ID is "张兴军" in Table 3. which is believed highly likely to be a hidden key 
user by experts. According to experts' scores, its hidden importance should be ranked the 
second, but the hidden importance of the user calculated by TTE algorithm ranks the seventh. 
Further analysis found that the user's microblog is very short, and the affected microblogs 
posted by the obvious key users generally added a lot of other content, which makes it diffi-
cult to accurately calculate the topic similarity of two users' microblogs and causes some 
certain errors. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we innovatively propose the concept of hidden key users, apply microblog top-
ic to improve the traditional transfer entropy calculation method and propose TTE algorithm 
to evaluate user's hidden importance. A lot of experiments were conducted on Sina Weibo's 
dataset to verify the effectiveness of TTE algorithm. 

We will explore the following directions in the future: 
1. How to set the topic similarity threshold for controlling microblog combination, which 

is a key issue.  
2. We will focus on improving the similarity calculation of the microblog topics. Due to 

the flexibility of Chinese and the short text characteristics of microblog, microblogs on the 
same topic may have high semantic similarity, but there are huge differences in literal ex-
pression, which may lead to difficulty in calculating the similarity of microblog topics. 
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